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ABSTRACT

To protect people from thefts, especially businessmen who have important files are wary of losing them and in order to preserve them. The smart bag is designed to contain many features where in this paper, a smart bag against theft is designed and implemented to reveal the identity of the thief in case it is lost. The system was developed on the basis of a Raspberry board (Pi3) and passed through the following steps, in the first stage, the image of the thief was captured by simply opening the bag, while in the second stage, the captured image was sent by e-mail to the owner of the bag and, eventually, the thief would be identified through a picture obtained by e-mail and The aim of the bag design and implementation is to protect the paper information or documents of business or security personnel. The proposed system in this work provides the user with a technology to increase the level of security of information programmed in Python.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Raspberry Pi is a computer that looks like a regular computer but is smaller. It can use different types of processors, and it can be installed for many versions of the Linux operating system it is not possible to install Microsoft Windows on it. Most aspiring computer scientists consider the Raspberry Pi to be an ideal device, as it is powerful, affordable, and hard to break. It can also be used for browsing, sending an email to write a message based on the use of a word processor [1]. This small computer features high sound quality and is capable of playing 3D games in addition to great HD quality and video playback. This device can use processor (ARM) which does all the tedious operations to work. Here are some used programs which can be downloaded from the official forum which is free under the category of NOOBS (new software out of the box) RASPBIAN, PIDORA, OPENELEC, RASPBMC, RISC OS, ARCH LINUX. It also features support for the main programming language for working and marking that is Python. It also supports BASIC, C, C ++, and JAVA languages among others [2]. In this paper, we will discuss in the second part, the design Bag Smart, in the third part describing the Tools used in Design Bag Smart, and the fourth part describing the proposed system, also describes the structure & the Execution of the proposed system.

2. DESIGN OF "BAG SMART"

The smart bag is designed to contain many features, including hardware design & software design.

3. A. HARDWARE DESIGN

1. Raspberry type (Pi3 Model B) device, one number.
2. "Blue and yellow" LED lights (2)
3. HDMI cable number (1).
4. USB Camera web cam number (1)
5. Connect the number wires as needed.
6. The USB Ethernet cable that connects the device to the computer
7. Mouse and Keyboard
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8. Ultrasonic sensor to detect obstacles
9. RAM 16 GB
10. The battery

B. Software DESIGN:

- Operating system (the raspbian): Raspbian is easiest to use, best looking as it contains a set of virtualization software and is the best for Raspberry Pi's.
- Python language: Python is a programming language that is very powerful and easy to learn. It has the advantage of being highly efficient data structures with a simple approach that is effective for object-oriented programming. It is considered an ideal language for scripting and is in most fields a fast developing application because it is able to build Python elegant syntax and dynamic writing, along with its interpretive nature.

3. Tools used in Design Bag Smart:

This section consists of part Overview of Raspberry Pi, Comparison of raspberry pi and hardware platforms, It also describes Ultrasonic Sensing Theory.

3.1 Raspberry Pi Overview:

The Raspberry Pi is a tablet computer that includes five Raspberry Pi models in the market i.e. (B +, A +, B and A) and module computing (a computing module development kit is currently only available as part of it) and is the size of a credit card. A and B both use the same PCB, while A + and B + are a new design that both have the same form factor. The unit of calculation cannot be used independently and is an entirely Various factors. For this project we have adopted Rev3 B [3]. Diagram in Figure (1) a Raspberry Pi 3 The four USB ports included in the Raspberry Pi 3 have been used which provide a connection to a mouse, the keyboard, or anything else you feel we can use to connect [4].

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi3[4].

3.2 Comparison of platforms for Raspberry and others:

Raspberry Pi is a computer board that is characterized by its small size, strength, in addition to being cheap and can be penetrable, and one of its most significant advantages is that it can be geared towards education and was launched in 2012 as seen in the article (Figure 2). It works the same way as a standard computer. The Raspberry Pi board shown in Figure. 2 and Figure. 3 contains several basic components that include (processor, RAM and graphics chip) in addition to other optional hardware [5]. An SD Flash memory acts as a disk drive for a Raspberry Pi processor as the unit is powered by a micro USB connector while an Ethernet / LAN cable is used to connect to the Internet [6, 7].
Raspberry Pi, a free and open source Linux operating system that makes it a low-priced system previously called Raspbian, which is a great match for the Raspberry Pi [6]. The performance of the Raspberry Pi will be compared against various platforms as in (Figure 4):

- **Arduino** - A computing platform that is characterized as open source and based on a control panel that is characterized by its accuracy and simplicity, and has an environment for writing the program for the board (Figure 4A). Lights, motors, and other actuators can be controlled as they can receive input from a variety of sensors [9].

- **BeagleBone Black** - This is a low-powered Texas Instruments single-board processor with an ARM Cortex-A8 core (Figure 4B). It's also a small, credit-card-sized computer that can run across an operating system. Like Linux / Android 4.0 the main difference between it and Arduino is that it can be practically converted into a small computer that can run on operating systems. The Beagle Bone is built to work and has more processing capacity than Arduino and at a much higher level [10].

- **Phidgets** - A set of 'plug and play' building blocks dedicated to the interaction between physical and virtual worlds via USB sensing. Phidgets include USB-based hardware boards for I/O drives (Figure 4D). Its architecture allows for monitoring and control of all relevant tools and can provide an interactive interface for the end user that is visible on the screen. In addition, the system contains APIs for applications available within the library along with other toolkits, allowing programmers to use Phidgets and quickly develop interfaces without having to know design issues [9, 11].

- **Udoo** - A compact board computer that is Arduino compatible and can be used with both Linux operating systems, this board is a powerful model for software development and design. And Udoo integrates with the most popular communication ports (Ethernet, WiFi, USB, HDMI and SATA with a standard pin for rapid prototyping applications and it can be summed up that Udoo strives to bring the best elements of Raspberry Pi and Arduino together in one small computer. [12]. Table (1) will display the size, weight, and cost of the Raspberry Pie compared to the above-mentioned platforms.
Table 1: Compare the size, weight and cost of platforms [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Size (mm)*</th>
<th>Weight (g)*</th>
<th>Cost per node US$*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi</td>
<td>85.6 x 53.98 x 17</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino (Uno)</td>
<td>75 x 53 x 15</td>
<td>~30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeagleBone Black</td>
<td>86.3 x 53.3</td>
<td>39.68</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phidgets</td>
<td>81.3 x 53.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udoo</td>
<td>110 x 85</td>
<td>120-170</td>
<td>99-135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(The smaller value is better)*

The most outstanding power mode in Raspberry Pi [13]:

- The run mode - All functionality of the ARM core, plus the CPU, is available.
- Standby mode - In this mode, power circuits in the core remain active even when the CPU's special components that process instructions are turned off.
- The Shutdown mode - no power available.
- The dormant mode - All caches are running even when the kernel is turned off.

3.3 Ultrasonic Sensing Theory:

Ultrasound waves are waves that cannot be heard by humans because their wavelength is higher than 20 kilohertz. This theory is based on measuring the time of pulsed reflection as the ultrasound transducer transmits a wave pulse and receives a reflection signal called echoes as shown in Figure 5. When the pulse of the transmitted wave detects an object, the reflected wave, the echo wave, bounces back to the transducer [14].

![Figure 4: Various hardware platforms [8]](image-url)
Figure 5: Ultrasound of the sensor principle [14].

The transmitter and receiver unit are used for ultrasound sensors. To carry out this experiment, a 40 kHz ultrasound sensor was used. A high-precision microcontroller has been developed and its purpose is to test the system. The measurement of the obstacle distance can be calculated based on equation (1) [15].

According to the following formula the object distance can be calculated:

\[ d = r \times x \times 2 \quad \ldots \quad (1) \]

F: represents the distance of the object (m), r: the time delay between the emission of the wave and the reception of the echo (s), and x: the velocity of sound above the sound waves (m / s) that depends on the air temperature. Figure 6 represents the relationship between ultrasound velocity and air temperature.

Figure 6: The relationship between speed of sound and air temperature [15].
As is Figure 7 which shows that the HC-SR04 ultrasound sensor is a sensor that can be used in many applications that require distance measurement or sensor objects. This sensor consists of two eyes which form the ultrasound transmitter and receiver. The sensor works with the formula according to which distance = velocity x time as the ultrasound transmitter sends an ultrasound wave and when the wave travels in the air and during its transmission it is intercepted by any substance, where it is reacted back towards the sensor, the receiving waveforms, as shown in the image below, are also distinguished by the fact that this sensor has 4 teeth, and their names are Vcc, Trigger, Echo and Ground, respectively. The HC-SR04 Distance Sensor is commonly used with Arduino, ARM, PIC, Raspberry Pie, etc [16].

4. The proposed system:

Design and implementation of the smart bag works by a smart system designed in the Python language depending on the Raspberry pi3 where a USB web camera was used and the use of ultrasonic sensors called ultrasonic sensors. The ultrasound sensors work on the principle of echo. Different is very important. And used LED lights (number 2) blue and yellow color to keep pace with the development of science and technology, it was necessary to make a smart bag with high security and discover unauthorized persons or in the event of losing the bag.

4.1 The General Structure of the Proposed System:

This section illustrates the proposed general structure for the system. It is shown this in the flow chart (8). Raspberry Pi is the main component of the project. We will use the USB webcam to take pictures. We can explain the scheme of the smart bag where first the bag will be opened and after 20 seconds the image is taken and then sent to the email and this work will continue in the transmission every minute to alert the owner of the bag that there is someone who opened the bag and this will send the image to the owner.
3.4 The Execution of the Proposed System:

Camera Unit The camera unit is compatible with all Raspberry Pi models including the Raspberry Pi 1, 2 and 3. Its panel size is approximately 25 mm x 20 mm x 9, Regarding still images, the camera is capable of capturing still images of 2592 x 1944 pixels with two LEDs, one is blue and the other is yellow. When the bag is opened, the photo is taken, the background photos of the owner are emailed to you, the blue LED is lit, the yellow LED will still wait 60 seconds to send it back. As shown in Figure (9) and Figure (10).

- Ultrasonic sensor tested:
  1. The circuit is connected to the circuit board.
  2. When placing an object (fixed at a distance), where the proposed system detected the foreign body and the image was taken and sent through the amyl in the first (20) seconds and the process was repeated more than once for different bodies of different sizes.
Ensure the efficiency of the proposed method as many simulations have been performed and the simulation of the ultrasound sensor can be described as shown in Figure 10

![Figure 10: Simulate a smart business bag](image)

Depending on the distance measured as shown in Figure 10. If there is no obstruction (the signal is not reflected) then it waits for 20 m/s before restarting the transmission. The ultrasonic distance sensor uses Time of Flight (TOF) to detect obstacles - the image captured by the camera is then sent to the email to identify the thief, which is the time it takes for the person to reach the target.

### 3.5 Executing the system according to the code:

```python
import pygame, sys
from pygame.locals import *
import pygame.camera
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import time
GPIO.setwarnings(False) # set warnings false
#GPIO Mode (BOARD / BCM)
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

# set GPIO Pins
GPIO_TRIGGER = 18
GPIO_ECHO = 24
take_pic_led = 4
wait_led = 26

# set GPIO direction (IN / OUT)
GPIO.setup(GPIO_TRIGGER, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(GPIO_ECHO, GPIO.IN)
GPIO.setup(take_pic_led, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.setup(wait_led, GPIO.OUT)
GPIO.output(take_pic_led, GPIO.LOW)
GPIO.output(wait_led, GPIO.LOW)

def get_distance():
    # set Trigger to HIGH
    GPIO.output(GPIO_TRIGGER, True)
    # set Trigger to LOW after 0.01ms pulse
    GPIO.output(GPIO_TRIGGER, False)
    time.sleep(0.00001)
    start = time.time()
    while GPIO.input(GPIO_ECHO) == 0:
        start = time.time()
    while GPIO.input(GPIO_ECHO) == 1:
        stop = time.time()
    distance = (stop - start) * (34300 / 2)
    return distance

pygame.image.save(image, '101.jpg')
cam.stop()
s = 1:
print("test")
return s

def send_mail():
    from email.mime.multipart import MIMEMultipart
    from email.mime.text import MIMEText
    from email.mime.image import MIMEImage

twice!
    msgRoot = MIMEMultipart('related')
    msgRoot['Subject'] = 'test'
    msgRoot['From'] = 'zainabkh824@gmail.com'
    msgRoot['To'] = 'zahrahk99@yahoo.com'
    message = 'This is a multi-part message in MIME format.'
    msgAlternative = MIMEMultipart('alternative')
```
CONCLUSION

The main conclusions from designing and implementation of the proposed system are:

1. This proposed system can be used in python.
2. The main purpose of this paper-based method is to design and implement an anti-theft smart bag, and it has been fully achieved. The simulation of the smart bag app is an essential platform for the next generation of auxiliary devices to help people with important documents or needs move safely inside and out, and it is effective. It leads to good results in detecting thieves by opening the bag and within the first (20) seconds, the image is captured by the sensors and other components. This system...
provides a low-cost, reliable, portable, and low-power solution, and a robust people's property protection solution with apparent short response time. The system contains a camera in addition to other sensors. Other aspects of this system can be improved by wirelessly connecting the system components, thereby increasing the ultrasound sensor range and applying a technique to determine the speed of approaching obstacles. While developing such a solution was beneficial to people or businessmen. The device designed in this business is only capable of detecting the image of the thief and sending it via e-mail. In the future, adjustments will be added to improve system performance. These include: A global positioning method for finding the location of a bag using GSM and GPS units to connect the location to a nearby location.
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